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You can watch the DataVink introduction video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ivw9o6Aru-k

What is AI?

By Alejandro Ortiz

When we talk about AI, most people think about robots… and this is because of the
movies they’ve seen….
But, Artificial intelligence is a very wide concept, that includes most of the most
popular topics in digital technologies nowadays, for example:
-

Data Science
Machine Learning
Data Mining, and many others…

Artificial Intelligence is:
The theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks
normally requiring human intelligence…

In simple terms, Artificial Intelligence is:
The theory and development of computer systems capable of performing activities
that would normally require human intelligence.
Activities such as identifying cars for traffic control, having a personal conversation
with your customers (e.g. using a chatbot).
But also tasks such as deciding which film to watch or which product to buy - think
about recommendations from Netflix and Amazon.

Artificial Intelligence applications:

Automate your Quality Assurance
process
Personalize your customer service

Optimize your supply chain to lower
your inventory cost

What does AI solutions bring to your business?
With AI, you can rely on a computer system to take over repetitive and
time-consuming tasks in order to automate them and avoid human error,
because let's not forget that:
A machine doesn't make mistakes, works 24/7, doesn't forget, and ALSO has the
ability to process massive amounts of data in a fraction of a second.
With AI, your business can rely on dedicated solutions to take automation and
autonomy to the next level and to solve complex practices that are often too
complicated and expensive to maintain, such as:
-

Personalizing your customer service
Automate your quality control process
Optimize your supply chain to reduce your inventory costs
and many other applications.

Why AI now?
Data

Tools

Algorithms

AI has been around for a long time, the term was coined as early as the 1950s, and
towards the end of the last century the hype began. Since then, there have been
major breakthroughs and advances in this field.
I believe that three important things are happening at the same time.
The first is data; there is so much data nowadays. Huge amounts of data are being
produced every second as we speak.
But what is happening now is that the data is not only there in very large quantities,
but it is also accessible.
Nowadays, you can access multiple data sources, you can make your data public so
that others can use it, and even governments are adopting and pushing this "open
data" approach.
So are the tools. Namely, the computers to process this data have increased their
computing power and memory, and the communication channels are now more
efficient.
And there is a shift to algorithms that are more efficient to run on normal computers
without the need to invest in high-performance computers.

Digital evolution & digital revolution

So it seems that there is a revolution going on right now.
What I like to call a digital or AI revolution, which is certainly the continuation of the
evolution we have seen in technology for a long time (since the first algorithms and
computers).
We now live with computers and AI solutions as part of our daily lives. And even
further, we cannot imagine our lives without our mobile phones, Google maps, Alexa,
Amazon, Netflix, social media and so many other AI applications that have simply
become part of our world.

AI and your
current systems
From fragmented data
to data-driven systems
By Agustí Dosaiguas

Do not touch my current systems! That is something I hear a lot from my clients.
The demand for data-driven solutions is pressing. For example, more of our
customers want to move to AI solutions, but that requires changing the way data is
currently stored and accessed, because your IT landscape has been built up over the
years with different systems, and they are not necessarily compatible and integrated
according to the new standards required to move to data-driven systems.
This requires expertise, which is why we work with data specialists like DataVink to
add these specialist skills to my team for those clients who are ready to take the leap.
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So let's see how a typical SME starts with simple systems to store their information,
and how they gradually mature with better management systems such as a CRM,
Sales or Production software.
Of course, this does not happen all at once, but over the years.
These systems usually exchange the stored data through the use of data output and
input, and in some cases this is automated through the use of APIs to exchange data
between the company's different systems or between, over the years, customized
software implementations developed internally or externally.

Resulting in a lot of fragmented data
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And that creates a lot of autonoom databases, with data stored in many different
locations, formats, and systems.

And that created a situation of

- Hard to find and exchange the right data
- Island information systems per department
- Slow response times with late information
- Blocking you from data-driven systems (AI)

So a typical SME ends up in a naturally created situation, in their IT landscape, with
their data stored across different systems.
This situation creates problems for a modern organization.
Like your people, who have to gather information by switching between different
systems, and often find their own hacks (yes you keep using Excel) to bypass the
systems, even though they have to send information back into the system.
You get isolated automation and information where departments cannot access the
information or data needed from each other (they may not even know the data is
there!).
This causes slow response times because data has to be collected in different places,
which can lead to actions that just take too much time.
It hinders you and your team from working meaningfully with all your data.
But the main problem is that when your data is not well organized, you are blocked
from moving to data-driven systems.

Moving to data-driven

Make data accessible
to start making it meaningful.

So before you switch to data-driven systems, some work needs to be done on the
data as it is, to make it ready for use in the new situation. And we, with the help of the
people from DataVink, can tell you exactly what needs to be done to your data to
prepare it.

Opportunities for
SMEs
By Ronald van der Bijl

The possibilities for SMEs.
Before I continue, let me say that the possibilities for SMEs with AI are almost
unlimited, and now accessible to you too, but not all AI solutions are right for you all.
For example, you have different business goals, different maturity levels when it
comes to data usage and not the same organizational capabilities from a human
resources perspective. So you need to be selective.

Affects all trades
No longer just for
the typical industries
like Aviation,
Banking,
Pharmaceutical or
Supertechs like
Amazon.

SO, the good thing is that AI and Machine Learning are available for all industries. It’s
not just some technology thing in the corner but now accessible for all trades.
Where it was not so long ago only for the giants, it is now also accessible for the
mid-sized and smaller companies in different trades, such as manufacturing, real
estate agents, education, recruitment, retail and ecommerce, and travel & hospitality
companies.

What kind of solutions?

Behaviour
Predict customer’s next
action, what they will buy,
and when it will happen

Values
Predict sales prices,
marketing spend, revenues
and profits in real time

Tasks
Automate repetitive tasks
and let AI do the work and
even take decisions

So AI can predict what most likely will happen and when it will happen. And can make
recommendations in real time, optimize processes and tasks can automated with
decision making by the machine
I take the examples from a business point of view but it can apply to any other form of
identity.
Here we see 3 examples.
1.

BEHAVIOUR. AI you can predict the customer’s, or a group of people’s
behaviour. It can predict what their next action will be, what they will buy or do,
and when that will happen.
This gives great insight to better serve the customer with for example better
information, better promotions and better product or service delivery.

2.

VALUES. AI can be also used to determine your sales prices, marketing
spend, revenues and profits. And this can be done with real time prediction.
So no more end of the month reporting, now you can look ahead.

3.

TASKS. And AI can automate repetitive tasks, such as scheduling, answering
questions, or quality controls. AI can make even the decisions in most of your
processes.

More
Predict next action, what they
will [buy], when it will happen

Predict sales and marketing
spend, revenues and profits

Automate repetitive tasks and
let AI do the work

Predict demand and prevent
churn by automated actions

Reduce return deliveries with
AI prediction / decision

Optimize stock, storage,
replenishment and transport

Automate customer / user
segmentation creation

Take the human error out of
sensitive processes

Boardroom decisions based
on data and predictions

All based on accurate predictions

And LIKE THAT there are a lot more AI capabilities that can be used in your
processes.here are a few more examples that you can probably relate to.

And many more
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And many more solutions that we can think of.... But, most SMEs have only 1 to 3 use
cases that will make a significant difference with the use of AI. The others are better
solved with less complex technologies.

Use Case Example
Reduce Return Deliveries

Let’s take a look at a USE CASE.
In this example I took the business case of return deliveries.
Online retailers face monstrous costs from returns. Free returns make the customer
buy extras and just ship back what they don’t like.
What we see is that retailers are looking to better predict returns and take preventive
actions to avoid them.

Use Case
Use case

Problem
The rising cost of
goods returned
in Online Retail.

Objectives
-

Reduce return
handling costs

-

Reduce unsold
inventory costs

-

Reduce carbon
footprint caused
by deadstock
(measurable)

So, the problem in this use case is:
The rising cost of goods returned in Online Retail.
The desired gains (objectives) in this use case are reduction of return handling,
reduce unsold inventory costs (think of seasonal items for example in clothing) and
avoid the environmental impact from deadstock, that is unable to be sold at full or
discounted price, and finally ends up in landfills causing a huge carbon footprint.

AI Solution
AI solution

Solution design

Use case
Problem
The rising
cost of goods
returned in
Online Retail.

Objectives
-

Reduce return
handling costs

-

Reduce unsold
inventory costs

-

Reduce carbon
footprint caused
by deadstock
(measurable)

Predict returns before
order placement.
AI checks real time for
similar items; right fit;
customer return rate for
similar items in the past.
AI powered decision
engine to influence the
online process to prevent
a return outcome.

Influences
-

Offer a targeted
promotion, suggesting
better suited substitutes.

-

Offer a voucher in return
for making the purchase
non-returnable.

-

Discourage serial
returners from making
the purchase.

The AI solution is to predict returns before order placement.
AI enables real-time observation, while you are shopping online, of the customer’s
basket combined with the customer’s individual profile or based on unknown users
from a group behaviour.
AI can based on preferences like fit, order value, and purchase history predict the
probability of the product being returned with a great degree of accuracy.
And based on that information the AI powered decision engine can influence the
online process to prevent a return outcome.
Influences in this case were:
-

Offer a targeted promotion, suggesting better suited substitutes.

-

Offer a voucher as an incentive in return for making the purchase
non-returnable.

-

Or even, discouraging serial returners from making the purchase by increasing
the shipping costs.

The results
Use case

Problem
The rising cost of
goods returned
in Online Retail.

-

-

-

AI solution

Objectives

Solution design

Reduce return
handling costs

Predict returns before
order placement.

Reduce unsold
inventory costs

AI checks real time for
similar items; right fit;
customer return rate for
similar items in the past.

Influences
-

Offer a targeted
promotion, suggesting
better suited substitutes.

Solid ML foundation
Reduce carbon
footprint caused
by deadstock
(measurable)

AI powered decision
engine to influence the
online process to prevent
a return outcome.

-

Offer a voucher in return
for making the purchase
non-returnable.

-

Discourage serial
returners from making
the purchase.

And that creates a perfect Use Case with the defined AI solutions. It is measurable, so
you know the costs versus the benefits. It allows you to make smart decisions about
which business problems are worth solving by Machine Learning.

AI will help boost revenue by 30% in the next few years.
[Accenture]

Read more in our LinkedIn post

Good news is also that the latest studies from Accenture, concerning AI investment,
estimates a revenue increase upto 30% from AI over the next few years.
Where it was not so long ago just a 0-5%, we are facing now a fast growing increase
by better understanding of how to do things best, we have better tools available and
know where to apply it and where not.
Please check the link to read more about this
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6850704201471803392

Use of Advanced
Analytics
Machine learning
By Alejandro Ortiz

Advanced analytics applies Machine Learning and other techniques, including
statistical and predictive forecasting, to look ahead.
It is all about the combination of having a data platform, and using machine learning
for predicting outcomes.
Advanced analytics will try to answer questions, such as:
-

what will happen next week?,
what sales can be expected?,
what products will be bought the most?,
which machines will fail and need some maintenance?
etcetera..

So the question in everybody’s mind is:
Does everybody need to move to use Advanced Analytics?
And the answer is Yes.
If you want your company to grow and stay competitive in this new digital-market,
then your decision-making process has to move from being historically-based to be
predictive-oriented.
You want your decisions to be made based on what is going to happen and not in
what has already happened.
Do you need it now? Not fully, But it’s time to start at least the preparation. SET your
data-strategy!
When we assess the data landscape of a new company, we try to always recommend
clients not to make unnecessary changes in their current systems
However, we put an special emphasis on at least making a start to prepare for these
new techniques. Because we notice that a lot of SMEs are preparing now and are
already implementing their data solutions, and you may need to compete with them
sooner than you think.

Where are you now?
Advanced Analytics
Move
to here

Business Intelligence
Some here

Most SMEs here

What’s the stage of maturity of your business?
As we can see in the slide, there are four different levels of maturity for data analysis..
Normally, an organization starts by describing the past and making a historical diagnosys
on their functional areas.
They elaborate graphs, reports, even dashboards to monitor in real time what’s happening
inside the business.
And that is what everybody knows as Business Intelligence. It gives management a
support on their decisions and answers questions such as What happened (in the past)?
And why did it happened?.
When you move to predictive analytics, you are able to predict outcomes accurately and
for example, knowing your expected sales on a specific item next week, what clients are
more likely to purchase a specific offer, or when you need to place a purchase order to
avoid running out of stock.
Once your company is ready for predictive analytics, then you will also access the
possibility to escalate to prescriptive analytics which will tell you the best actions that you
could to take to make the predicted happen, for example, what’s the best offer for a
specific customer or what color potentiate your sales for a specific market niche.

Solution development process
Prediction
USE CASE

SOLUTION

DEVELOPMENT

Automation
Identiﬁcation of real
world business
problems

Solution design to
determine what
techniques to use

Machine Learning
Modelling &
testing

Optimization

Here, you see an example on our solution development process:
In our process we start with a use case from the business side and based on that, we
design an initial solution.
The solution design can contain various techniques that we use, like
data-manipulation, data-transformation techniques, and also Machine Learning
Algorithms that best fit our specific business goal.
Once the design is ready we propose it to your organization and start the
development of the prototype,
which will be tested and optimized before implementing this new intelligent solution in
between your current systems.
If needed we also create a visualisation dashboard and we make sure that the newly
created information is used by your people in your own trusted systems.
Our outcomes are always oriented on Predicting, Automating and Optimizing your
business-processes.

No new systems

New
Knowledge

AI / ML

DATA

DATA

Your Systems

DATA

DATA
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DATA
DATA

DATA

DATA
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Clean Data

One important guideline for us is to avoid unnecessary expenses, like
-

having to migrate systems,
buy new equipment,
pay unnecessary software licences,
needing extra-training for your team,
etcetera.

We build our solutions to work on top of your current systems.
In this figure we illustrate a simple example on how we create AI between your current
systems.
We take the data from your current software solutions, we integrate it, clean it, and
feed it to our AI and ML solution to find new insights. The outcome is return to you
using your own systems with minor adequations.

How to start
(and pitfalls)
By Ronald van der Bijl

START WITH DATA STRATEGY

Many organizations jump into the data straight away and come up with so-called
"solutions". What they are actually doing is implementing another IT technology
without a purpose.
Instead of starting with the data itself, every business should start with the data
strategy and business objectives.
A good data strategy is not about data itself – it’s about what your business wants to
achieve with data.

AI roadmap

ML DEVELOPMENT
SOLUTION DESIGN
DEFINE USE CASES
DATA STRATEGY

A typical AI roadmap is like this:
1, Always start with a data strategy, if you don’t already have one.
2. The next step is to define the use cases. Remember, NO use cases is the number
1 reason why AI projects fail.
3. Once the use case is defined, the data scientist designs the appropriate solution
per use case. He or she will determine the techniques and data to use. A good
solution design includes the estimated costs, so that you can determine the ROI. Is it
beneficial?
4. Once the solution design is completed and approved, the machine model can be
developed by the data engineers and, after acceptance of the prototype performance,
implemented into your operations.
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Pitfalls

No strategy

No use cases

No vision

New software

Too big

Ignorance

1. Make sure you have a data strategy.
2. Make sure you have your use cases defined.
3. No data vision. Don't think in terms of efficiency only, think in terms of the value of
data. A chatbot, for example, is great, but the data collected is of even greater value.
4. New software, New systems always involve a lot of cost, and your organization will
be full on busy learning and maintaining the new system. In the end, you only need
one or two features to solve your problems with AI, not a bunch of new functionalities
that you will most probably won’t use.
5. Too big. Many companies start way too big. Our recommendation is to start with
one or two use cases and build from there.
6. And the last one is to think that AI will not affect your business. It will affect all our
businesses. You don’t need everything now but now is the time to start with these new
technologies. Your competitor most probably already did.

Data Solutions 101
Starters Program
Learn more

For starters and those who
want to move forward from
descriptive to predictive.

A valuable strategy that
outlines the actions towards
an optimal data-driven future.

The development of the final
AI solutions is optional. No
obligation to do them with us.

We would like to recommend you to take a look at our Data Solutions 101 service.
It is our end-to-end starter program, designed to guide you through the steps as
outlined on the roadmap. It is divided in 2 parts.
The 1st covers data strategy, use cases and definitions of the matching AI solutions.
With this first part, you will know exactly what you need to do, and when, to start with
using AI driven predictive analytics.
The second part of the programme is the actual development of the Machine Learning
model, which you do not have to do right away or with us.
On our webpage you will find the pricing and durations
https://datavink.com/data-solutions-101-starter-program/

Thank you very much!

Ronald van der Bijl

Agustí Dosaiguas

ronald@datavink.com
datavink.com

agusti.dosaiguas@siriondev.com
siriondev.com

And with this I would like to thank you for joining us today, and I hope you have now a
better understanding what AI is and how it can help your business too.
If you like to be learn more, you can follow us also on linkedin where we post almost
every day news about AI for SMEs.
https://www.linkedin.com/company/datavink/
https://datavink.com
Thank you very much and we hope to meet you again!

